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Careers: Museum Director – Jessica Maria Alicea Covarrubias 

  Jewelry Designer – Steven Hanna 

  Personal Concierge  - Lauren Pearl 

  Guide Dog Trainer – Nancy Aston   

General Synopsis for Episode #303 

In this episode of Career Day, viewers meet passionate professionals and a volunteer who 
love what they do. Jessica Maria Alicea Covarrubias is the museum director at Heritage 
Square Museum in LA. As a non-profit living history museum, her job entails moving 
furniture, working on the collection and preparing for events. Attention to details is an 
important aspect of her job, like wearing gloves to protect historical artifacts. Jessica has 
been at the museum for 13 years and is proud of all the projects they have completed. 
Steven Hanna is the owner and lead jewelry designer at Accents Jewelry in Santa 
Monica CA. Each piece is hand made in the store and many are one of a kind.  Steven is 
an expert in ‘lost wax carving’ an ancient jewelry technique. As a young man he started 
out working as an apprentice as he learned to carve wax and make jewelry. He loves 
being creative and working with other designers and knows he must keep up with the 
fashion trends.  Lauren Pearl is in the business of helping people who have busy lives as a 
personal concierge. As a multi tasker, her jobs range from personal chef, to chauffeur, 
organizer and party planner. She utilizes her psychology degree as she builds trust with 
her busy clients.  Nancy Aston is a volunteer who trains guide dogs for Guide Dogs for 
the Blind. Nancy and her family have been training dogs for 6 years. She shares that it 
takes 14 months to train the Labrador puppies to become guide dogs. Giving the dogs up 
is hard but she knows it is a good thing. Career Day facts provide the young viewers with 
statistical information about career changes and college majors.  

Observation and Conclusion 

In Episode #303, provides a entertaining show that exposes young adults to various 
careers and volunteer opportunities that they may want to pursue.  Each segment of 
Career Day delivers an educational and informational message that supports current 
social, intellectual and emotional aspects of children ages 13 and up.  Attributes and 
advice emphasized by guests instill a grounded balance of priorities, dedication, and 
perseverance children can apply to their lives.  

Sincerely, 

 
Barbara J. Pierce, MA Ed. 

Educational Consultant 


